1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Language is a fundamental and complex human attribute. During the first months of life, infants approach language with a set of neuropsychological abilities (e.g., [@bib0310]). These include the ability to perform fine-grained acoustic analyses in the tens of milliseconds range (i.e., Rapid Auditory Processing or "RAP"). Studies have shown that RAP is critical to the decoding of the speech stream and the subsequent establishment of phonemic maps (e.g., [@bib0005], [@bib0025], [@bib0165]), and RAP plays a crucial role in setting up the building blocks of spoken language ([@bib0015], [@bib0060]).

For some children, language acquisition is difficult and subsequent language and learning abilities can be impaired. Specific Language Impairment (SLI) and dyslexia are disorders in which language and reading, respectively, are delayed despite normal nonverbal intelligence and adequate educational opportunities. At the behavioral level, phonological deficits have consistently been shown to be a core feature of both disorders ([@bib0195], [@bib0285], [@bib0320]). However, it is still a matter of long-lasting debate whether such deficits are primarily induced by speech-specific mechanisms or by disturbances in more basic auditory perception such as RAP deficits (e.g., [@bib0325], [@bib0035], [@bib0230], [@bib0240]). Specific Language Impairment and dyslexia are often comorbid and aggregate in families suggesting a genetic etiology ([@bib0275]). Around one third of children diagnosed with SLI in preschool-age go on to develop dyslexia by elementary school (e.g., [@bib0040]). In addition, bivariate genetic analyses, which are based on cross-trait correlations in twins' pairs and assess the proportion of phenotypic covariance attributable to common genetic contributions, have shown that genetic effects on reading strongly correlate with genetic effects on language in twins from the general population (r = .67--1.0) ([@bib0135]) and in affected twins (r = .53--.86) ([@bib0030]), supporting the view that language and reading (dis)abilities share common genes and are not etiologically distinct. For these reasons, the term "language-learning impairment" (LLI) has become increasingly popular and encompasses children with either or both disorders. Given the high heritability of LLI, studying infants of biological families with a greater-than-expected prevalence of LLI, and thus at higher genetic risk, is a valuable approach to identify early markers of the disorder ([@bib0235]).

In order to successfully study early auditory processing in infants, age-appropriate techniques that do not require overt responses are needed, and examination of dense-array auditory evoked-response brain potentials (dEEG/ERPs) provides non-invasive functional brain measurements of these skills in infancy. In the first year of life, auditory ERPs are characterized by a positive deflection (P1) at about 150 ms from stimulus onset, followed by a negative peak (N2) at 200--250 ms (e.g., [@bib0045]). These two early peaks are referred to as obligatory responses, and are thought to be associated with auditory detection (P1), and feature processing (N2) (e.g., [@bib0050]). However, in older children the N2 amplitude has been shown to increase with stimulus repetition ([@bib0155]) and for this reason it was suggested that the N2 indexes the build-up of a neural representation or a sensory memory trace of the repeated stimulus. Recent literature suggests that in typical "oddball" paradigms (where deviants are presented within a series of standard or frequent stimuli), the N2 in response to deviant stimuli might represent the beginning point/onset of the discrimination response ([@bib0060]). For this reason, in the present manuscript we have labeled this peak on the deviant waveform as "N2\*" to emphasize that this peak could well be functionally different from the N2 on the standard wave.

Finally, in oddball paradigms the electrophysiological pattern characterized by the P1/N2 (N2\*) peaks is generally followed by a mismatch response (MMR), thought to reflect a neural change detection process. This component does not require conscious attention to the stimuli, and thus provides a measure of fine acoustic discrimination abilities even in preverbal infants. Within the infant literature, the MMR is usually characterized by a large positivity at about 300 ms from deviant stimulus onset (e.g., [@bib0175]). The reasons for the positive polarity of the MMR in infancy (as compared to the typical mismatch negativity elicited within the same paradigms in older children and adults) are still not clear, and researchers hypothesize that this polarity shift could be related to the level of alertness or the sleep stage of sleeping infants (e.g., [@bib0090]); to the maturational level of the infant (e.g., [@bib0200]); to the magnitude of the deviant stimulus change (e.g., [@bib0250]); or to particular filter settings (e.g., [@bib0130]). In the present paper the mismatch response will be referred to as the P3 component---labeled to reflect its polarity and average time of onset.

ERPs have been extensively used in the first year of life in order to investigate infants' ability to discriminate changes that occur in the processing of speech, including changes in a single phonetic feature in the consonant or vowel of a syllable, (e.g., [@bib0065]; [@bib0305]) and/or changes in the duration of the vowel (e.g., [@bib0090], [@bib0110], [@bib0215]) or of the consonant (e.g., [@bib0180], [@bib0220]). Discrimination of changes in non-speech signals have also been investigated, including frequency changes (e.g., [@bib0080], [@bib0210], [@bib0360]) and changes in the temporal aspects of auditory stimulation, such as sound duration ([@bib0055], [@bib0185]). Overall, these studies suggest that these acoustical features are encoded in auditory sensory memory, as reflected in the elicitation of the aforementioned ERP responses (especially N2/N2\* and P3), although with differences in the morphology, latency and amplitude of these peaks/components. These cross-stimulus feature differences might imply that speech vs. non-speech stimuli, as well as sound frequency vs. sound duration are encoded differently in the auditory cortex and thus are reflected differently in the ERPs ([@bib0045]).

Studies using these techniques, including samples of infants with a positive family history (FH+) for LLI ([@bib0015], [@bib0060], [@bib0100]) or for dyslexia ([@bib0205], [@bib0340]), demonstrate that early auditory processing of both speech and non-speech stimuli is impaired in FH+ newborns and/or infants from 2 to 6 months of age, suggesting that basic auditory perception and RAP deficits could be causally linked to LLI. Despite the heterogeneity of criteria (i.e. definition of risk, age of evaluation, nature of the stimuli, experimental paradigms and features of the native language), experimental results are robust. Group differences in response to non-speech stimuli are consistently reported in favor of control infants (FH−) for latency (e.g., [@bib0060]) and/or amplitude (e.g., [@bib0060], [@bib0355]) of the main emerging ERP peaks (e.g., N2 and MMR) and these differences are more pronounced for faster (i.e. 70 ms) as compared to slower (i.e. 300 ms) interstimulus intervals (ISI) ([@bib0015], [@bib0060]). Similar results have been reported in response to speech stimuli (e.g., [@bib0100], [@bib0220]).

A second aspect that has been extensively investigated in these populations is the predictive value of ERP correlates of early auditory processing for later linguistic and cognitive development. Longitudinal studies have shown that ERP correlates of non-speech auditory processing in infants and toddlers impact later linguistic (e.g., [@bib0015], [@bib0060], [@bib0355]) and/or reading skills (e.g., [@bib0210], [@bib0245], [@bib0355]). The underlying neural mechanisms contributing to these findings are still to be elucidated, particularly when the specificity of languages is considered.

This study represents the first attempt to investigate RAP as a marker of risk for LLI in Italian FH+ infants. Based on previous research showing consistently poorer processing in FH+ infants at faster ISIs ([@bib0015], [@bib0060]), we employed an acoustic paradigm using rapidly-presented (i.e. 70 ms ISI) non-speech stimuli. By replicating the methodology used in previous American studies, we provide an opportunity for cross-linguistic comparison, which can contribute to understanding the issues surrounding the "biological unity hypothesis" of developmental disorders ([@bib0265]). According to this hypothesis, these disorders are characterized by the same neurocognitive deficit with the same universal basis in the brain, despite the variability and the culture-specific manifestations at the clinical level.

In order to specifically address the role of differing acoustic attributes on early RAP, we investigated two critical acoustic features: changes in fundamental frequency and variation in sound duration. We hypothesized that changes in *fundamental frequency* would be closely related to fine-grained acoustic analyses and changes in *sound duration* more related to slowly-varying envelope changes, (i.e., to the analyses of the rhythmic timing). Previous studies on American FH+ infants, investigated RAP using frequency changes ([@bib0015], [@bib0060]). Inclusion of the duration deviant was based on the observation that discrimination of duration changes may be critical for phonemic discrimination in Italian, whereas it is not a phonemic cue in many other languages, including English. The Italian language allows clustering of the same consonant in vowel contexts, a phenomenon known as "consonant germination", where the duration of the intervocalic consonant is a discriminative feature indicating differences in meaning (e.g., the word "capa" \[ka:pa\] boss vs. the word "cappa" \[kap:a\] mantle). Since duration is an important acoustic cue in Italian, we hypothesized that early discrimination of this acoustical feature would be specifically predictive of language acquisition in Italian infants.

This hypothesis was based on studies that suggest that linguistic experience with "difficult to discriminate" durational cues alters ERP response to this feature (e.g., [@bib0260], [@bib0335]) and that this enhanced processing extends to the non-speech domain ([@bib0160]). In the [@bib0160] study, adult native-speakers of two languages were tested: Finnish, where vowel (and consonant) duration is crucial for phoneme distinctions, and German, where vowel duration is still important but of lower relevance as a phonetically distinctive cue with respect to Finnish. The results showed that Finnish ERP responses were characterized by shorter MMN latency for duration changes in both vowels and non-speech tones. Although this study demonstrates that populations where durational cues are relevant to speech discrimination are faster in detecting variations in duration cues in both speech and non-speech stimuli, it is important to note that these abilities are set up very early in life and are based on pre-linguistic shaping of language representations ([@bib0020], [@bib0170]). Thus, within populations where duration cues are important for speech segmentation, any variability in setting up the auditory system that disadvantages the processing of such cues could lead to atypical language acquisition. For this reason, we expected that language experience with durational cues in Italian, specifically the ability to process non-speech durational cues, could be a marker of familial risk and predictive of language acquisition in Italian infants.

In the present study, a multi-feature paradigm has been introduced to elicit comparable responses for two different auditory attributes, specifically changes in frequency and duration, within the same paradigm in the same sample of infants at familial risk for LLI. This novel multi-deviant paradigm is employed to achieve two distinct but related aims: (1) to test RAP as a risk marker of LLI in 6-month-old Italian infants at-risk versus not-at-risk for LLI, by using age-appropriate techniques that do not require overt responses; (2) to identify developmental trajectories from early RAP to later language acquisition, by assessing correlations between RAP and expressive language skills at 20 months of age. Overall, we expected discrimination of both frequency and duration changes to be impaired in Italian infants at familial risk for LLI, and for these deficits to impact later language acquisition. Since a similar paradigm using frequency change has already been applied to American infants, this study provides a cross-linguistic comparison, allowing us to examine the role of non-speech auditory discrimination in infants with differing native language experience.

2. Method {#sec0010}
=========

2.1. Participants {#sec0015}
-----------------

Two groups of infants are included in this study: typically developing control infants and infants at high familial risk for LLI. Infants are tested at 6 months of age using a test battery including recording of EEG/ERPs and behavioral assessments. In addition, follow-up information on language development is collected at 20 months of age by means of a parental questionnaire filled out by parents.

Families were recruited by local advertisement and/or physician referral from three hospitals within the Lecco and Monza-Brianza area (Northern Italy). After full disclosure of the methodology, parents could declare their availability to take part in the study. Written informed consent was obtained from all parents prior to testing. Ethical and Scientific Committees of all institutes involved in the study approved the study protocol.

Socio-demographic, prenatal and perinatal information were collected using an ad hoc form filled out by parents. Infants were tested on the cognitive subscale of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development ([@bib0010]). Infants were included in the study if they had: (1) both parents native-Italian speakers, (2) gestational age ≥37 weeks, (3) birth-weight ≥2500 grams, (4) APGAR scores at birth at 1′ and 5′ ≥9 and (5) a Bayley Cognitive Score ≥7, (6) absence of certified diagnosis of intellectual deficiency, attention-deficit disorder, sensorial and neurological disorders or autism within first-degree relatives.

Infants were assigned to either a family-history negative (FH−) control group or a family-history positive (FH+) group based on a two-step procedure. First, an intake interview was used to determine if there was a clinical diagnosis of LLI, sensorial, neurological and/or intellectual disorders, attention-deficit disorder, and/or autism in any first-degree relatives. Second, all parents were tested for reading performance by a trained psychologist, using a standardized text-reading test ([@bib0150]), a single-word test, and a pseudoword-reading test ([@bib0315]). All measures are age-standardized on the Italian population.

Infants were assigned to the FH+ group if at least one first-degree relative (1) had a certified (clinical) diagnosis of LLI and/or (2) performed at least two standard deviations (SD) below the population mean on at least one out of the three administered reading tests. This yielded 24 infants (13 males and 11 females), of which 7 had a positive family history for language impairment, 14 for dyslexia and 3 for both. A composite score was generated from the *z*-scores each parent received on the three reading tests. The parent's mean composite z-score for the FH+ group were: mothers, *M* = −0.32, SD = 1.07; fathers, *M* = −1.58, SD = 1.55.

Infants were assigned to the FH− group if all first-degree relatives (1) had an absence of certified diagnosis of LLI and (2) a performance above 0.5 SD below the population mean on all three reading tests. This yielded 32 infants (17 males and 15 females). The parent's mean composite reading scores for the FH− group were: mothers, *M* = 0.31, SD = 0.64; fathers, *M* = 0.23, SD = 0.69). Demographic and clinical characteristics of the two groups are reported in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Descriptive statistics: mean (standard deviation) and group comparisons on individual, demographic and clinical characteristics. (a) Mother's and father's educational level were scored on a 9-point ordinal scale created ad hoc and based on the Italian school system. Scores ranged between 10, corresponding to the fifth-grade of elementary school; 50, equivalent to a high-school diploma; and 90, corresponding to post-doctoral degree; (b) socio-economic status was scored according to the Hollingshead 9-point scale, whereby a score ranging 10--90 was assigned to each parental job and the higher of two scores was used when both parents were employed ([@bib0140]). Scores ranged between 10, corresponding to unskilled workers; 50, corresponding to sales workers; and 90, corresponding to major professional.Table 1FH+ (N = 24)FH− (N = 32)*t*(d*f*)*p*Birth weight (grams)3223.7 (325.4)3265.8 (485.4)0.37 (54).699Gestational age (weeks)39.2 (1.3)39.6 (1.3)1.11 (54).273Mother's age (years)34.4 (3.7)34.5 (4.0)0.15 (54).883Father's age (years)37.1 (3.7)37.2 (5.2)0.05 (54).960Mothers' educational level^a^52.9 (16.0)59.1 (14.4)1.50 (54).138Fathers' educational level^a^40.8 (20.0)49.4 (17.6)1.69 (54).097Socioeconomic status^b^56.0 (22.0)64.7 (13.7)1.80 (54).099Bayley cognitive subscale12.5 (1.7)12.2 (1.8)−0.35 (54).728

2.2. General testing procedure {#sec0020}
------------------------------

Families were contacted two weeks prior to the child's 6-month birthday: a first visit to the laboratory was scheduled at 6 months, 15 days ± two weeks (FH−, *M* = 6.49, SD = 0.48; FH+, *M* = 6.36, SD = 0.33). During the visit, the EEG/ERP was recorded (Section [2.3](#sec0025){ref-type="sec"}) and the standardized tests administered. Language skills were assessed at 20 months of age (*M* *=* 20.56, SD *=* 0.32). Before the child's 20-month birthday, caregivers were mailed packets containing the Language Development Survey (Section [2.4](#sec0040){ref-type="sec"}) to complete at home. Parents were asked to bring the filled-in forms to a scheduled laboratory visit at 20 months, 15 days ± two weeks (during this visit children participated in a different ERP experiment that is not reported in the present manuscript). Data at 20 months were available for 39 subjects (70% of the original sample).

2.3. Experimental task on multi-feature auditory discrimination {#sec0025}
---------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.3.1. Stimuli {#sec0030}

RAP was assessed by means of an electrophysiological task. The paradigm and stimuli were based on previous infant research ([@bib0015], [@bib0060]). In the non-speech multi-feature paradigm, pairs of complex tones with an ISI of 70 ms were presented. [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} schematically represents the experimental paradigm. The first tone in the pair always had a fundamental frequency of 100 Hz with 15 harmonics (6 dB roll-off per octave) and duration of 70 ms (5 ms rise time and 5 ms fall time). For standard tone-pairs (STD) the same 100 Hz tone was repeated twice (i.e., 100--100 Hz). Two deviant tone-pairs differing with respect to the second tone were presented: for the frequency deviant (DEVF) the second tone had a fundamental frequency of 300 Hz; for the duration deviant (DEVD) the second tone had a duration of 200 ms.Fig 1Schematic representation of the non-speech multi-feature oddball paradigm.Fig 1

The stimuli were presented in a passive oddball paradigm where 1200 stimuli (80% STD, 10% DEVF, 10% DEVD) were pseudo-randomized, so that at least three standard tone-pairs were presented before each deviant pair. A temporal jitter of ±100 ms was added to the intertrial interval (offset-to-onset, ITI) and thus ITI randomly varied from 700 to 900 ms while the onset-to-onset ITI varied from 910 to 1110 and from 1040 to 1240, for DEVF and DEVD stimulus types, respectively.

All stimuli were presented free field at an intensity of 75 dB via speakers located on either side of and equidistant (95 cm) from the subject.

### 2.3.2. EEG data acquisition and preprocessing {#sec0035}

During EEG recording, children were seated on their caregiver\'s lap in a sound-attenuated and electrically shielded room. Age-appropriate silent movies/cartoons were played on a video monitor in front of the infants. An experimenter was also present in the room to entertain the child with age-appropriate silent toys.

Auditory ERPs were recorded from 60 scalp sites using a dense-array EGI recording system (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, Oregon). Vertex was used as an online reference. EEG was sampled at 250 Hz and bandpass filtered (0.1--100 Hz) online. After recording, data were exported to a MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) compatible format and processed using EEGLAB ([@bib0070]) and ERPLAB ([@bib0225]).

Continuous EEG data were bandpass filtered offline at 0.5--30 Hz. After filtering, as a first step channels with high impedance (\>50 KΩ), or visually evident noise, were interpolated with a spherical spline. No more than 12 of the 60 channels, which correspond to 20%, were interpolated (*M* *=* 3.24, SD *=* 2.35, range = 0--12). The signals were then re-referenced to an average reference (based on the 60 channels) and the vertex channel was reincluded within the channels (resulting in 61 channels). After re-reference, due to significant movement-related artifacts and a high rate of interpolation, the 13 outermost channels (Supplementary material, Fig. S2) were removed from analysis for all children. The remaining 48 channels were considered for analyses. For the standard stimuli, only the responses to the immediate pre-deviant standard stimuli were included in the average in order to achieve a more comparable signal-to-noise ratio to the averaged deviants. The continuous EEG was segmented according to stimulus type (pre-deviant STD, DEVF and DEVD) with 900 ms epoch lengths (100 ms before stimulus presentation and 800 ms after). The 100 ms pre-stimulus segment was used for baseline correction. Bad EEG epochs were identified and rejected using two automatic criteria and visual inspection. First, a moving window (200 ms width, 50 ms step) was used to identify segments containing signals with voltage differences \>150 μV. Then, an additional artifact-rejection tool was used to specifically detect and remove any muscle activity present in the infants' data. In particular, since motor artifacts are characterized by relatively strong high frequency activity (\>20 Hz), which is easily identifiable in the frequency domain, we used spectral parameters to detect epochs corrupted with muscle artifact ([@bib0075]). Specifically, trials whose spectrum (in one or more channels) deviates from baseline by +25/−100 dB in the frequencies \>20 Hz were removed. A minimum of 60 artifact-free trials was used for averaging ERPs. 130 pre-deviant STD (SD *=* 25.9, range = 96-183), 70 DEVF (SD *=* 11.0, range = 60--104) and 72 DEVD (SD *=* 11.9, range = 60--100) trials remained for the FH− group, whereas a mean of 130 pre-deviant STD (SD *=* 25.2, range = 99--190), 74 DEVF (SD *=* 11.6, range = 60--99) and 71 DEVD (SD *=* 8.9, range = 60--95) trials remained for the FH+ group. The number of accepted standard and deviant trials included for each group did not differ by group, as revealed by one-way ANOVAs (*p*-values ranged from 0.2--0.9).

2.4. Standardized measures of linguistic outcome {#sec0040}
------------------------------------------------

The Language Development Survey (LDS) is a 310-word parental-report screening tool for expressive language delay in toddlers (18--35 months of age). The inventory provides a total vocabulary score and has been shown to be significantly correlated with the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventories: Words and Sentences (*r* = .95) ([@bib0085], [@bib0300]). Norms are available from ages 18 to 35 months ([@bib0290]) and yield percentile ranks and age-equivalent scores. The LDS has recently been standardized on an Italian population ([@bib0295]).

2.5. Analytic strategy {#sec0045}
----------------------

### 2.5.1. Analyses of ERP data {#sec0050}

Time windows and electrode sites to be submitted to statistical analyses were selected based on mass univariate analyses applied to the FH− ERP data (for the full description of this procedure see the Supplementary material). This procedure allows the identification of channel clusters and time windows where differences between stimulus types are significant, taking into account application of the appropriate corrections for multiple comparisons ([@bib0105]). See Supplementary material, Fig. S1 for a graphical representation of the permutation test results that drove the selection of the time windows and the electrode sites to be submitted to statistical analyses.

For each participant and each component of interest, ERPs were extracted from a subset of 18 electrodes localized in the left and right fronto-central areas, with the selection based on the results of the mass univariate analyses. Data were then averaged in two clusters corresponding to left and right fronto-central areas, each including 9 channels (see Supplementary material, Fig. S2).

P1 and N2/N2\* peaks were extracted in the range of 100--300 ms and 250--450 ms, respectively. Peak amplitudes were measured as the largest positive (for P1) or negative (N2) peak amplitudes relative to the corrected baseline; latencies of the peaks were measured from the onset of the first tone in the pair. The peaks were identified through an automatic algorithm, detecting the maximum/minimum peak in the aforementioned time windows for each individual. For the later positive response, corresponding to the mismatch response (P3 peak), mean amplitudes were calculated for different time-windows selected on the basis of the previous mass-univariate analyses (see Supplementary material and specifically Fig. S1): 350--550 ms time window for the STD and DEVF waveforms and a 420--620 ms for DEVD waveforms. Mean amplitude was extracted within these time windows (instead of at peak amplitude) because the components were wide and without clearly identifiable peaks.

### 2.5.2. Statistical analyses {#sec0055}

Statistical analyses were conducted separately for each ERP component of interest. Different statistical approaches were used for the different peaks/components based on our a priori hypotheses. To assess differences on the P1 peak amplitude and latency, where no differences between stimulus types were expected, overall repeated-measures ANOVA models with Stimulus type (3 levels: STD vs. DEVF vs. DEVD), Group (2 levels: FH+ vs. FH−), and Hemisphere (2 levels: Left vs. Right) were used. For the N2 peak, functional differences between stimulus types were expected, since the N2 in response to deviant stimuli is thought to represent the onset of the discrimination response. Based on the previous literature ([@bib0060]), we have labeled this peak on the deviant waveform as "N2\*" so as to not imply that this peak is functionally similar to the N2 on the standard wave. In order to treat N2 and N2\* separately, three separate 2 × 2 ANOVAs (Group × Hemisphere) were conducted for each stimulus type. Finally, differences in the mean amplitude of the P3 peak were investigated using two separate 3-way ANOVA models, in order to directly contrast each deviant stimulus type with the standard. This particular analytic strategy allowed us to investigate the amplitude of the mismatch response as a measure of auditory discrimination. Model 1 compared P3 mean amplitude to Stimulus Type (STD versus DEVF) by Group by Hemisphere (2 × 2 × 2). Model 2 was a parallel analysis with STD and DEVD in Stimulus Type. Additionally, independent-sample *t*-tests were used to assess group differences by each stimulus type within each hemisphere.

Finally, Pearson's product moment correlation analyses were conducted to assess associations between infant ERP components (peak amplitude and latency of P1 and N2/N2\* and mean amplitude of P3, separated by stimulus type and hemisphere) and 20-month language abilities (expressive vocabulary percentile score). Given the high number of correlation analyses performed (30), critical alpha level was set at .01.

3. Results {#sec0060}
==========

3.1. Morphology of the pre-deviant STD, DEVF and DEVD waveforms {#sec0065}
---------------------------------------------------------------

In both groups, there was a clear positive peak (P1) appearing at around 220 ms followed by a negative peak (N2/N2\*), appearing at around 350 ms. The N2\* for the two deviant stimulus types was followed by a large positive peak (P3) for both groups, occurring with different timing for each stimulus type. The P3 appeared at approximately 450 ms for DEVF and at about 520 ms for DEVD. On the DEVF waveform, the N2\* peak was truncated by the following large positivity, mainly on the right hemisphere. In [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}, topoplots and grand average waveforms are shown for the two groups (upper panel: FH− group; lower panel: FH+ group) for two channels, 13 (corresponding to F5 in the 10/10 international system) and 59 (corresponding to F6), each representative of the two channel clusters, located respectively in the left and right fronto-central areas.Fig. 2Grand average waveforms for FH− (upper panel) and FH+ (lower panel B) infants. Channels F5 and F6 located respectively on left and right fronto-central regions are shown. The standard waveform (STD, black line) is plotted against the waveforms for the frequency deviant (DEVF, red line) and the duration deviant (DEVD, blue line). The black, red and blue lines beneath each waveform indicate the temporal sequence of stimulus presentation in each stimulus type (black lines = STD; red lines = DEVF; blue lines = DEVD). Negative voltage is plotted upward. On the right, the topographical maps of the distribution of P3 amplitude for the three stimulus types (STD, DEVF, DEVD) are shown in the middle of the time-window of interest (450 ms for STD and DEVF and 520 ms for DEVD). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

3.2. Analyses of the ERP waveforms {#sec0070}
----------------------------------

The overall three-way ANOVA models revealed a significant main effect of Hemisphere for both the P1 peak amplitude *F*(1,54) = 11.81, *p* = .001, and the P1 peak latency *F*(1,54) = 8.47, *p* = .005. Overall, for all three stimulus types and in both groups the P1 peak was larger, *M* = 3.83, SD = 1.62 and faster, *M* = 218.7, SD = 18.1 on the right compared to the left hemisphere (*M* = 3.29, SD = 1.47 and *M* = 225.6, SD = 20.9 for amplitude and latency, respectively, [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). No significant main effect or interaction was found.Table 2Mean (standard deviation) of the amplitude (expressed in microvolt) and the latency (expressed in milliseconds) of the three auditory peaks/components (P1, N2, P3) separate for Group (FH− and FH+), Hemisphere (Left and Right) and Condition (STD, DEVF, DEVD). (a) Values corresponding to N2 are reported for the STD condition whereas values corresponding to N2\* are reported for the deviant conditions (DEVF and DEVD).Table 2Peak Amplitude (μV)Peak Latency (ms)FH−FH+FH−FH+P1 peakLeftSTD2.77 (1.43)3.89 (1.77)222.9 (30.7)224.8 (25.3)DEVF3.27 (1.94)3.58 (2.33)233.3 (39.3)229.1 (33.1)DEVD2.83 (1.97)3.72 (1.66)220.0 (33.5)223.4 (23.9)RightSTD3.47 (1.54)4.12 (1.74)216.6 (24.5)215.6 (19.0)DEVF4.08 (2.04)4.18 (2.13)217.7 (28.0)226.7 (31.0)DEVD3.53 (2.34)3.77 (2.13)220.3 (21.5)215.5 (27.2)  N2/N2\* peak^a^LeftSTD−0.51 (1.50)−0.39 (1.93)351.5 (34.5)376.2 (35.0)DEVF0.89 (2.07)0.52 (2.72)304.4 (32.3)322.4 (32.2)DEVD−1.24 (1.78)−0.91 (1.94)338.7 (30.5)350.2 (24.6)RightSTD−0.31 (1.68)−0.64 (1.87)358.2 (36.7)364.0 (37.4)DEVF0.10 (2.25)−0.72 (2.54)312.2 (26.2)334.7 (35.0)DEVD−0.87 (2.56)−1.49 (1.71)343.6 (33.8)356.5 (39.6)Mean Amplitude (μV)FH−FH+P3 componentLeftSTD0.85 (1.90)0.61 (1.87)DEVF5.41 (3.34)4.20 (3.10)DEVD4.25 (2.80)3.62 (2.45)\
RightSTD1.07 (1.98)0.65 (1.96)DEVF5.08 (3.27)3.34 (2.52)DEVD3.80 (3.38)2.17 (2.02)

A main effect of Hemisphere was found for the N2\* peak amplitude for the DEVF stimulus, *F*(1,54) = 10.00, *p* = .003, with smaller amplitude in the left hemisphere (*M* = 0.73, SD = 2.36) compared to the right (*M* = −0.25, SD = 2.39). This result is coherent with the evidence that in both groups the N2\* was truncated by the following large positivity for DEVF, mainly in the left hemisphere. Again for the DEVF, a significant main effect of Group was found for N2\* peak latency, *F(*1,54) = 8.14 *p* = .006. Overall, the N2\* peak was delayed for the FH+ group (*M* = 328.6, SD = 26.6) compared to the FH− group (*M* = 308.3, SD = 26.1) ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, Panel A). A main effect of Hemisphere was also found for this stimulus type, *F*(1,54) = 4.90, *p *= .031, with overall longer latency seen in the right hemisphere (*M* = 321.9, SD = 32.0) compared to the left (*M* = 312.1, SD = 33.2). This result also suggests that the N2\* had been truncated by the following large positivity in the left hemisphere. No significant effect was found for STD and DEVD for the N2/N2\* peak amplitude or latency ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 3Bar graphs representing: (A) latency of the N2\* (ms) for the DEVF Stimulus type by Group (FH− in black and FH+ in gray) and Hemisphere (Left and Right), and (B) mean amplitude of the P3 component (μV) by Group, Hemisphere and Stimulus type (STD vs. DEVF vs. DEVD). Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Significant differences between groups are reported (\* \< .05; \*\* \< .01).Fig. 3

The group difference for the N2\* latency response for the DEVF stimulus type was then examined in more detail. All the data were inspected manually in order to detect the proportion of children in each group clearly showing a N2\* peak at the individual level (defined as having a detectable peak in more than half of the channels for each cluster). A relatively high proportion of children clearly showed a N2\* peak at the individual level in both groups: in the FH− group, 29/32 (91%) in the left hemisphere and 30/32 (94%) in the right hemisphere; in the FH+ group, 20/24 (83%) in both the left and right hemisphere. Statistical analyses were repeated including only the children with a clearly detectable peak, and the results reported above were confirmed (main effect of Group, *F*(1,42) = 4.42 *p* = .042, with N2\* peak delayed for the FH+ group, *M* = 328.9, SD = 28.7, as compared to the FH− group, *M* = 310.6, SD = 27.6. Group differences were significant in both the left, *t*(47) = −2.04, *p* = .047 and the right hemispheres, *t*(48) = −2.87 *p* = .006 (left: FH+, *M* = 325.2, SD = 33.9; FH−, *M* = 305.1, SD = 33.9; right: FH+, *M* = 336.8, SD = 29.1; FH−, *M* = 314.4, SD = 25.5).

When contrasting the P3 mean amplitude for the STD and DEVF stimuli by Group and by Hemisphere (2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA, Model 1), a significant Stimulus type × Group interaction, *F*(1,54) = 4.41 *p* = .040 and a main effect of Stimulus type, *F*(1,54) = 182.43, *p* \< .001 were found. As expected, mean amplitude was significantly higher for DEVF (*M* = 4.61, SD = 2.85) than STD (*M* = 0.82, SD = 1.70), with this difference being more prominent in the FH− group (*M* = 5.25, SD = 2.99 and *M* = 0.96, SD = 1.72, for DEVF and STD, respectively) than in the FH+ group (*M* = 3.77, SD = 2.47 and *M* = 0.64, SD = 1.69, for DEVF and STD, respectively). Simple effects analyses to evaluate group differences by stimulus type within each hemisphere showed significantly higher mean amplitude for the FH− group in the DEVF stimulus for the right hemisphere only ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, *t*(54) = 2.17, *p* = .034; see [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, panel B).

Similar analyses were conducted to compare the P3 mean amplitude for the STD and DEVD stimuli by Group and by Hemisphere (2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA, Model 2), revealing a main effect of Stimulus type, *F*(1,54) = 81.52, *p* \< .001, and a significant Stimulus type × Hemisphere interaction, *F*(1,54) = 6.90 *p* = .011. As expected, mean amplitude was higher for DEVD (*M* = 3.54, SD = 2.52) than STD, with this difference being more prominent in the left (*M* = 0.75, SD = 1.88 and *M* = 3.98, SD = 2.65, for STD and DEVD, respectively) than in the right hemisphere (*M* = 0.89, SD = 1.96 and *M* = 3.10, SD = 2.97, for STD and DEVD, respectively). Finally, simple effects analyses to evaluate group differences for each stimulus type within each hemisphere showed significantly higher mean amplitude for the FH− group in the DEVD stimulus type for the right hemisphere only ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, *t*(54) = 2.09, *p* = .041; see [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, panel B).

3.3. Associations between ERPs and language abilities at 20 months of age {#sec0075}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Predictions from the 6-month ERPs to performance on 20-month language measures (Language Development Survey---LDS) ([@bib0295]) were assessed using Pearson's product moment correlations. For ERP measures, peak amplitude and latency of P1 and N2/N2\*, and mean amplitude of P3 for each stimulus type (STD, DEVF, DEVD) and each hemisphere (left and right) were entered in the correlation analyses. Pearson correlations were thus computed between the resulting 30 ERP variables and the measure of expressive language at 20 months of age. Follow-up data were available for 39 subjects, 70% of the larger sample. The percentile score based on gender-specific norms was used. Since no differences emerged between groups in the percentile scores (FH−, *n* = 22, *M* = 42.27, SD = 26.80; FH+, *n* = 17, *M* = 32.35, SD = 28.18), correlations were computed using the combined groups. Correlations revealed 4 (out of 30) statistically significant associations between ERP peaks at 6 months and expressive vocabulary at 20 months ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). Infants with faster obligatory responses (P1 and N2), more negative N2\* amplitude and more positive P3 amplitude produced more words at 20 months of age.Table 3Summary of the Person product moment correlations significant at the critical alpha level of .01 between 6-month ERP measures and 20-month expressive language (percentile score in the Language Development Survey) for the overall sample (*N* = 39).Table 3PeakConditionHemisphere*Rp*P1 latencyDEVDRight−.42.007N2 amplitudeDEVDLeft−.41.010N2 latencySTDRight−.53.001P3 amplitudeDEVFRight.41.010Fig. 4Person product moment correlations between 6-month ERP measures and 20-month expressive language (percentile score in the Language Development Survey) for FH− (white dots) and FH+ (black dots) infants (*N* = 39). In particular, correlations include (a) latency of the P1 peak for DEVD, (b) amplitude of the N2\* peak for DEVD (c) latency of the N2 peak for STD and (d) mean amplitude of P3 component for DEVF. R^2^ scores are reported.Fig. 4

To deepen our understanding of these results, we dichotomized both the linguistic outcome and the ERP measures. The cut-offs were set at the mean for each value. For each of the correlations significant at the critical alpha level of .01 (see [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}), we estimated the proportion of children within each group that fell within the lower quadrant (poor talkers with less robust ERP components---long peak latencies and/or low amplitudes). The proportion of poor talkers with less robust ERP components is higher for the FH+ group with respect to the FH− group for each of the significant correlations (P1 latency: FH−, 7/22, 32%; FH+, 9/17, 53%; N2 amplitude: FH−, 6/22, 27%; FH+, 9/17, 53%; N2 latency: FH−, 8/22, 36%; FH+, 8/17, 47%; P3 amplitude: FH−, 5/22, 23%; FH+, 9/17, 53%) (odds ratios ranging from 1.29 to 2.32). Overall, the risk of having lower expressive vocabulary scores at 20 months of age doubles when an infant is at familial risk for LLI *and* in addition presents abnormal ERP measures (longer peak latencies and lower amplitudes).

4. Discussion {#sec0080}
=============

The main aim of this study was to investigate RAP skills in an Italian sample of 6-month-old infants with and without family history of LLI. This is the first study in such a sample and provides evidence for the importance of fine-grained auditory processing skills, such as RAP, in a language different from English. Specifically, two critical acoustic features that have been shown to be systematically impaired in individuals with dyslexia (for review, [@bib0125]) were assessed using a multi-feature paradigm: fundamental frequency and sound duration. Both acoustic features were embedded in a rapidly-presented acoustic environment (i.e., 70 ms ISI) in order to maximize differences between groups and specifically test Rapid Auditory Processing (RAP) abilities. The changes in fundamental frequency closely replicate previous paradigms ([@bib0015], [@bib0060]) and thus provide a compelling cross-linguistic comparison. The results for discrimination of frequency change will be discussed and compared below to analogous results from the earlier American studies. This direct comparison allows us to examine the influence of differing native language experience on the discrimination of non-speech frequency changes. The change in sound duration included here represents a novel addition to the paradigm and have been included in order to assess particular characteristics of Italian, where sound duration **is** a critical phonemic difference and thus must recruit attention.

Overall, our results show that processing and discrimination of auditory changes for both fine-grained and slowly-varying envelope information already appear to be compromised in 6-month-old Italian infants with a family history of LLI. In particular, differences between groups of infants with and without a family history of LLI emerge at several levels, including ERP measures reflecting the building of memory traces and onset of the discrimination response (i.e., latency of the N2\* peak) as well as ERP components reflecting the MMR, which indexes the discrimination between standard and deviants (i.e., mean amplitude of the P3 component). In addition, these early ERP measures appear to predict later language acquisition (expressive vocabulary at 20 months of age). In the following sections, after describing the typical ERP patterns observed, we will discuss the above-mentioned results in more detail.

4.1. Results on typically developing infants {#sec0085}
--------------------------------------------

Our results with a cohort of typically developing 6-month-old Italian infants show the expected electrophysiological pattern constituted by the obligatory responses (P1-N2/N2\*) followed by a large positive response (P3). Visual inspection of the waveforms indicates that both acoustic features are already detectable to the individuals at this early age. However, some differences emerged between the DEVF and DEVD stimulus types in the latency of the P3 peak (which occurred at least 70 msec later for the DEVD). These differences are clearly related to the point in time when these acoustic differences can first be perceived (at the onset of the second tone for DEVF stimuli and at the point where the second tone offset begins to exceed the duration of the standard stimulus for the DEVD stimuli). Similarly, an earlier study of newborns aged 1--3 days ([@bib0045]) reported that the latency of the MMR for changes in duration in non-speech stimuli (STD = 200 ms tones and DEV = 100 ms tones) was significantly longer than that for frequency changes in non-speech stimuli (100 ms tones differing in fundamental frequency). The authors interpreted these latency differences in the same way---the processes generating the MMR cannot be initiated until the offset of the duration deviant. In our case, this would be at the point where the deviant stimulus offset begins to exceed the duration of the standard stimulus.

4.2. Comparison between FH+ and FH− {#sec0090}
-----------------------------------

When comparing infants with and without family history of LLI a number of differences emerged. First, FH+ infants showed delayed N2\* peaks for frequency discrimination. These differences reflect slower processing in FH+ infants, specifically for fine-grained acoustic features, as significant between group differences are only seen in the short-ISI condition (i.e., 70 ms ISI) in the American studies and in the DEVF stimulus type in the present study. According to the literature, this peak indexes the building-up of neural representations or sensory memory traces of the repeated stimulus ([@bib0255]). In addition, the N2\* in response to deviant stimuli appears to represent the onset of the discrimination response ([@bib0060]). The delayed N2\*peak latency in FH+ infants for the frequency deviant may thus reflect slower processing of these features and a delay in the recognition of the frequency change in the majority of FH+ infants. Notably, it does not seem to be associated with general auditory processing abilities, as the latency difference between groups is specific for the frequency change, here interpreted as a fine-grained acoustic feature.

Second, Italian FH+ infants showed reduced amplitude of the positive mismatch response (P3 component). Here, analyses were conducted on the deviant waveforms and significant group differences, reaching statistical significance in the right hemisphere, were shown for both deviant stimuli. Although the reduced amplitude of this positive response replicates the American results as well as other studies conducted on samples of infants at risk for dyslexia, both with non-speech and speech stimuli (e.g., [@bib0220]; [@bib0355]), the hemispheric effect found in our Italian sample is unique. Previous studies reported group differences in the laterality of the MMR. Whereas comparable amplitudes were found for left and right hemispheres in controls, in at-risk groups some studies reported attenuated ERP responses in left rather than right hemisphere for speech (e.g., [@bib0220], [@bib0205], [@bib0350]; [@bib0345]) and/or fine-grained non-speech stimuli (e.g., [@bib0060]). Other studies reported atypically enhanced responses in the right hemisphere for speech stimuli involving duration changes ([@bib0095], [@bib0110]). Although the Italian results also show equal left and right amplitudes for the control group, reduced right as compared to left hemisphere amplitude is seen in the at-risk group. Prior studies have shown that cortical activity is either lateralized to the left or recruits both hemispheres when acoustic information is rapidly modulated over time, whereas slow spectral modulations predominantly activate the right hemisphere (e.g., [@bib0280]; see [@bib0330] for a NIRS confirmation in 6-month-old infants). A speculative explanation for our results may take into account the specificity of this novel paradigm, where changes in sound duration produce an irregularity of the rhythm of sound presentation. It might be hypothesized that this irregularity in the rhythm of the presentation within our multi-feature oddball paradigm requires a more substantial activation of the right hemisphere, and that is significantly more challenging for the higher-risk FH+ group. However, this novel ERP lateralization result requires further investigation, possibly using analytic strategies that allow age-appropriate source localization and fine-grained time frequency analyses (e.g., [@bib0120]).

We would like to discuss in more detail the specificity of the findings for the two stimulus types that were included in the experiment: fundamental frequency and sound duration. Group differences in the latency of the N2\* peak are specific for the change in fundamental frequency, interpreted as a fine-grained acoustic feature. However, the difference in the amplitude of the P3 is evident for both the frequency and duration deviants, although it is restricted to the right hemisphere for the duration change, and it is broader for the frequency change (as shown by the significant Group × Stimulus Type interaction). In other languages such as German and Finnish, where both consonant and vowel duration represent critical phonemic differences, previous studies have shown clear discrimination of sound duration changes in newborns and 2-month-old infants ([@bib0090], [@bib0215]). Sound duration has also been shown to be a critical feature for infants at familial risk for dyslexia and/or language impairment ([@bib0100], [@bib0215], [@bib0220]) in the same language contexts. In all these studies, however, duration has been investigated within a speech context, specifically for changes in vowel duration, as in/ba/ vs. /ba:/ ([@bib0090], [@bib0100], [@bib0215]) or generated by adding a prolonged silent gap creating the perception of consonant duration change, as in/ata/ vs. /atta/ ([@bib0220]). In the present study, the change in duration has been investigated in a non-speech context, and this might be why less robust differences are seen between groups for this stimulus type (see for example [@bib0145] for evidence that speech stimuli are more efficiently processed than tones). An alternative explanation concerns the "functional meaning" that changes in duration represent in Italian with respect to other languages. In Italian, sound duration is an essential cue for a specific phenomenon known as "consonant germination" and it might be hypothesized that discrimination of this acoustic feature will become increasingly more important at later phases of development, whereas in German and Finnish duration changes are more frequent and thus this acoustic feature might be more important even in the earliest phases of development. The strength of this particular hypothesis will become apparent as we follow our current cohort out to later ages and continue data collection using the same paradigm.

4.3. Prediction of the linguistic outcome {#sec0095}
-----------------------------------------

Our second goal was to identify the developmental trajectory from early RAP to later language acquisition in an Italian cohort and evaluate whether assessment of early RAP abilities have similar utility in predicting later language and cognitive measures to that demonstrated in previous American and Finnish cohorts (e.g. [@bib0060], [@bib0110]). Our results to date confirm the utility of RAP as a predictor of later measures of expressive language (number of words via parental report) at 20 months, using a reliable measure of linguistic outcome ([@bib0190]). In particular, consistent correlational results were found for the latency of the obligatory responses (both P1 and N2) and amplitude of N2\* and P3. These results are in line with previous cross-linguistic findings that found early brain responses to both non-speech ([@bib0015], [@bib0060], [@bib0355]) and speech stimuli ([@bib0110]) to be predictive of linguistic skills at pre-school ages. In concordance with results obtained in earlier group comparisons, most of the correlations involved brain responses in the right hemisphere (see [@bib0110] and [@bib0095] for atypical right-hemispheric involvement in response to speech stimuli related to early linguistic skills). This result also suggests strong right hemisphere contributions to language acquisition, at least in Italian populations.

When linking together results from group comparison and correlation analyses, an interesting pattern emerged. On one hand, obligatory responses (i.e., latency of P1 and latency of N2) seem to predict the linguistic outcome irrespective of the infants' status of risk. This can be considered a more general effect of processing speed on language ability (see similar results reported in [@bib0210]). On the other hand, when the familial risk is taken into account, the ERP components related to the discrimination response seem more relevant (N2\* and P3 are disturbed in FH+ infants), suggesting that the aggregation in families of LLI is driven specifically by disturbances in the ability to discriminate sounds rather than in more basic auditory processes. In particular, the latency of the N2\* for DEVF stimuli seems to specifically differentiate between groups, but does not predict later linguistic outcome. For this reason, this specific ERP signature might be considered a neural biomarker that is affected in infants having a first-degree relative with LLI (similar results are reported in [@bib0270]). However, this hypothesis remains speculative until confirmed by studies with genetic sensitive design, as twin studies, where the relative contribution of heritability and shared environment can be precisely estimated for each ERP component. Finally, it is the case that in this study, the amplitude of the P3 is the only ERP signature that both differentiates between groups and predicts to later linguistic outcome. Based on these findings, screening for ERP signatures and in particular the P3, may facilitate earlier identification and remediation of those children who will eventually develop LLI. Our qualitative analyses showed that the risk of having lower expressive vocabulary scores at 20 months of age is more than doubled when an infant is at familial risk for LLI and in addition presents with lower P3 amplitudes (23% for FH− infants vs. 53% for FH+ infants). These findings resemble those of [@bib0115], where the combined information from the familial status and early ERPs measures (enhanced and prolonged responses in the right hemisphere) provided more accurate information about later performance (pre-reading phonological skills) than information based on familial risk status only. Here a note of caution is needed, since our longitudinal data collection is ongoing and at the present time we only show prediction of linguistic outcome at 20 months of age in the subset (70%) examined to date. Thus, clinical diagnostic assessments must wait until the children are older. However, we are prospectively following our current cohort in order to delineate linguistic trajectories at later stages of development using more comprehensive measures of linguistic performance.

Limitations of this study include the fact that language outcomes were assessed solely by parental report. Although the measure of language expression at 20 months (LDS) is highly correlated with concurrent and later measures of language development ([@bib0290]), and considered to be more reliable than direct assessment at this early age, assessment is dependent on the state of the infant/toddler.

5. Conclusion {#sec0100}
=============

Overall, our results support the general hypothesis that early RAP skills are impaired in infants at familial risk for LLI regardless of native language or previous experience with frequency and duration cues embedded within the language. These results are important in light of the biological unity hypothesis of LLI. Despite the laterality differences observed when comparing Italian and American at-risk infants, deficits in early pre-linguistic auditory processing skills seem to be a universal risk marker for LLI. Moreover, the pattern of cross-linguistic findings will be particularly important as we begin to investigate possible genetic mechanisms underlying the clinical manifestations of LLI.

Such insights also suggest that investigation of core underlying deficits or "intermediate phenotypes" is likely to be a more successful strategy than relying on complex diagnostic phenotypes. In particular, it highlights the advantage of examining early patterns of processing in infants at familial risk of LLI in order to take advantage of their shorter exposure to cultural and environmental confounders. These bellwether results have strong implications for the future implementation of early intervention programs (for a recent example of early intervention see [@bib0020]), which may need to be both specific to Italian populations and early enough in life, to take advantage of the period when infants are still constructing cortical sensory maps, thus facilitating maximal neural plasticity before clinical traits stabilize.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#sec0110}
==============================
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